STEPS TO USE THE UNION BANK OF INDIA WEB-SITE TO PAY THE FEE ONLINE, TO GENERATE CHALAAN AND TO PRINT FEE RECEIPT

1. Open the web-site kvsangathan.nic.in

2. Go to UBI online Fee link

3. Type **Unique-ID** of student as user name and **date of birth** as password. Type the **captcha** as shown and click on **Login**.
You will be directed to the page as shown below.

4. Use **Make Payment** link to pay the fee online.
5. Use **generate Challan** link to print the Chalan.
6. Use **Print Receipt** link to print the Fee Receipt of any quarter.

Note: The above Information is given in our web-site also (kvkanchanbagh.edu.in).

Student Name: .....................................................

Unique ID .............................................

Date of Birth ........................................